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SOOTHE YOUR GUT AND ENJOY THE LUXURY OF HEALTH AGAINWhat if you could regain
your health? Feel like a youngster again. Eat food you like without suffering from indigestion or
migraines. Would it be possible to heal your gut and heal your body? Imagine how good this
would feel!VERY POPULAR BOOKMimi’s research on the subject proved so thorough that
within days of its launch 'My Story of Survival' outsold all other books in 7 categories including
Health, Diet and Fitness, Medical ebooks, Healthy Diets, Spiritual Growth and Christian books
self-help.TEN INGREDIENTS ONLYMimi lived on ten ingredients in total for a period of five
years; for breakfast, lunch and dinner, every single day. Her diet shows how faith and a very
specific allergen free diet can massively improve anyone's health, particularly when people
suffer from ongoing health problems.LOW REACTIVE DIETHer diet contains no gluten, eggs,
sugar, fructose, grains, flours, nuts, seeds, meat, beans, soy, and no legumes. Initially, her diet
contained no dairy either.MIMI’s DIET COVERS A LARGE RANGE OF CONDITIONSMimi's diet
may benefit anyone who suffers from gut problems, allergies, food intolerances, sensitive gut or
chemical sensitivities. This includes people who have been diagnosed with autoimmune
conditions, Lyme disease, Lupus, chronic fatigue, persistent and ongoing Glandular fever
(Epstein-Barr virus), irritable bowel and fibromyalgia.IS MIMI's DIET LIKE THE FODMAP DIET?
The author's One Size Fits All diet has a lot in common with the FODMAP diet plan which was
developed by Sue Shepherd PhD and Peter Gibson MD, and is considered a revolutionary plan
for managing IBS and other digestive disorders. But even this so called 'must-have-survival-
guide' would not have worked for Mimi after she ruptured her appendix and developed
septicaemia whilst suffering from antibiotic intolerance.HEALTHY DIETThe surprising ten
ingredients in Mimi's diet can quickly set people back on a path to achieve optimum health. Her
healthy diet is an easy short-read and a great beginners guide to healthy living.HEALTH
IMPROVEDBy repairing her gut, Mimi's health improved exponentially and many of the
symptoms either disappeared or were greatly reduced.OODLES OF FAITHThe author reckons
that the secret ingredient of 'oodles of faith' combined with help from her Friends from Above
worked miracles. Read Mimi's fascinating true story to find out what happened.BUY NOWDon’t
delay for another moment and get your health back on track by clicking the BUY NOW button.



--One Size Fits All DietMy Story of Survival _____________________FIVE YEARS ON TEN
INGREDIENTS ONLY FOR BREAKFAST LUNCH AND DINNEREVERY SINGLE DAY--Add
oodles of faith _________________________A true
story _________________________ Ultimate low reactive diet for allergies, gut problems, food
intolerances and chemical sensitivities __________________by M EmmanuelMy Story of
Survival – One Size Fits All Diet (OSFA) - five years on ten ingredients onlyis dedicated to those
seeking health.first edition 2014 - second edition March 2015 – November 2015DISCLAIMER -
This book nor the author seeks to diagnose or treat illness or give advice to anyone seeking
treatment for any kind of health condition. Anyone reading the information in this book should
take this account as a personal story, which the author is sharing with the intention of inspiring
other seekers in collaboration with their own medical professional health advisor to come up with
their own solutions. The author is not a medical professional and has no qualifications as a
licensed medical expert. Readers should not rely on the information in this book for any reason
whatsoever, but should instead consult with their medical practitioner and rely on the licensed
health practitioner’s advice before engaging in a health program or starting a new diet. The
author is not affiliated with any organisation as noted in this book unless this is specifically
mentioned.Another Mosaic House publication.The author can be contacted at
www.mosaichouse.coPB 25 Noosa, Qld 4567, AustraliaAll rights reserved – ©2015
myemmanuel. The content, formatting and design may not in any way be emulated, reproduced,
duplicated or copied in any manner without prior written permission from the publisher.Created
in the Commonwealth of Australia THANK YOU!Thank you for if you feel that you benefited from
reading my story. Your review will help other readers find my book and reviews show me that all
the hard work was not in vain. Below are some reviews about My Story of Survival from Ebook
Tops Readers.…I can relate to Ms. Emmanuel's story of survival. I'm deeply grateful to her for
writing this book. My wife has a history of similar experiences. Her appendix ruptured leading to
a cascade of health issues. We've seen dozens of doctors all over the US, and gotten many
diagnoses. Yet none of them lead to effective treatment. As a medical professional myself I know
the tremendous impact of diet on health. My wife has shown significant improvement over the
past 2 years after embarking on a vegan diet. I think a modified version of Ms. Emmanuel's plan
may help get to yet another level of recovery. It's certainly worth a try. I highly recommend this
well written, easily relatable work. It is a real blessing. N. Clark, December 14, 2015An amazing
true story! Love how Mimi's writing style is very down to earth and makes it feel as if she's sitting
in your living room telling her story. I enjoyed the 'little extra facts' sprinkled throughout the
chapters. Seeing her faith in God weaved so seamlessly in her life was encouraging as well.
Ebook Tops Customer, December 17, 2015My Story of Survival: Five years on ten ingredients
only, ultimate low reactive diet by Mimi Emmanuel is a book of courage, love and faith and not
necessarily a diet book. The author went through years of the inability to tolerate any foods and
faced near death experiences on several occasions. Through the help of family and friends and
some open-minded health practitioners, she used exclusion, slowly trying different foods she



could tolerate. If not for her family and her own tenacity and faith, she would not have lived. This
is a story that is compelling and touching. The author had to go for over five years eating just ten
ingredients that she could tolerate and small amounts of those at that. I recommend this book to
anyone who has trouble with tolerating the chemical saturated and genetically engineered foods
we are eating, as well as over-prescribed medications, or anyone who likes a good true story of
courage, faith and determination. Although she doesn't advocate the usage of her own diet, it is,
at least a starting point for anyone suffering from similar problems. David A Dill, December 22,
2015I was blown away by this story. I didn't even realize it was possible to live on only 10
ingredients, much less for 5 years! Mimi's story is filled with faith and hope. I found myself so
anxious tor her success as I read through her process. Thankfully, I do not suffer from food
allergies, but found inspiration going far beyond just Mimi finding a menu that worked for her.
The faith and confidence in God that she expresses is inspiring for anyone going through tough
times. Tiffany H. Allen, December 17, 2015Emmanuel has written a guide that I think can save
someones life in the future. She writes of the ingredients that are the safest to take in our bodies.
It's well written, and as I was reading it, I couldn't help but feel the writer's pain and struggles.
Even though I, personally, don't suffer from anything (though after reading this, who knows...we
all may have just a little something), I think the book is a great resource for anyone suffering from
"random" food intolerance … Highly recommended for those who are looking for something---
anything---to fix their body problems. Mark Bacera, December 16, 2015At the end of your
digestive rope? Hang on, you are not alone and have a friend who can help! This is an honest-to-
goodness real story of one woman's grit and self-determination when faced with an over-
whelming medical conundrum as to why her body was on revolt.You can't be the master of a
sinking ship without becoming a master builder; becoming a student on how to patch and re-
build. Mimi Emmanuel learned how to craft her own survival diet out of just a very few
ingredients. While she hopes that none of her readers would ever have to follow her diet, she
shares this journey to show that there are answers to be found. There are times when the
standard elimination diet is far too broad for those suffering from a fried immune and digestive
system.She shares the spartan but nourishing diet she had to follow for FIVE years as well as
how she has tippy-toed into a more varied Phase 2. I especially like her "useful facts" that she
places throughout the book to not only make her case as to nutritional needs, but they also
spark a deeper interest for further study and personal application. I will most definitely
recommend this book to those I teach about diet and nutrition. Deidre J. Edwards, December 6,
2015The digital version of ‘My Story of Survival’ launched on Ebook Tops at 6pm AEST on
December 15, 2015. That very moment our internet was interrupted for the whole duration of the
launch free-promo-period (a full three days). Despite this major interruption, which meant that I
was not able in any way to promote my book or even be at my own ‘online’ launch party, only
days after its launch, 'My Story of Survival' ranked among Ebook Tops's Bestsellers in the
categories of Nutrition and Medical ebooks, #1 Food Allergies, #1 Digestive Organs, #1 Irritable
bowel, #1 in Chronic Pain, #1 Science, #1 Viral and #2 Health, Diet and Fitness Short Reads. It



also received the bestsellers badge under Catholicism/self-help. None of this would have
occurred if not for the support of and my Friends from Above. THANK YOU!!Thank you for
purchasing my book. If you would like to receive a free Kindle of my next book, you can indicate
so and I will contact you when the next promotion is on so that you can download a free Kindle
of my next ebook.Table of ContentsOne Size Fits AllMy Story of SurvivalTable of
ContentsDedicationForewordIntroChapter One - A Little HistoryChapter Two - What Makes Me
Say That The Diet Works?Chapter Three - What Is In This Book?Chapter Four - About Other
Restricted DietsChapter Five - What does the Dietitians Association say about the OSFA Diet
Plan?Chapter Six - Is the One Size Fits All - OSFA Diet Plan A Magic Bullet?Chapter Seven –
OSFA (1) DietChapter Eight - I stayed alive!Chapter Nine - Where to Purchase?AfterwordBonus
Diet OSFA (2)OSFA (2) DietIngredients in detail for the OSFA (2) DietWEEKLY MENUMany
ThanksTo favourite people and fabulous websitesMore favourite peopleNotesIf I can help in any
wayMy Story of SurvivalDedicationThis book, ‘My Story of Survival,’ which presents a One Size
Fits All (OSFA) diet plan, is dedicated to all of us who need a little help balancing our meals with
our health requirements and to all the angels that kept me going.ForewordI’ve asked Greg
Turner to write the foreword for my One Size Fits All (OSFA) diet plan, simply because I think that
he possibly does not agree with this diet plan, and I figure that he can write a decent counter
balance foreword without tearing my diet to shreds. He also, alongside my children, pulled out all
the stops to keep me going after I ruptured my appendix. Greg really knows his stuff. Lifesaving
diet, really? It may not be for others, but it was for me.Writing this foreword to Mimi Emmanuel's
little book has been challenging to me personally, as I felt I could not possibly endorse the
concept of eating only ten foods to obtain all the nutrients necessary for sustaining life.The very
idea goes against everything taught at university about nutrition and its relation to
wellness.However, since I first met Mimi some six years ago, I have witnessed how she has
slowly started to regain her health through a process that could be described as an experiment
in survival.Mimi's illness is primarily about food chemical sensitivity.Many people know, for
instance, that they react to MSG or metabisulphite in food and drink, and assiduously avoid
these where possible to avoid the nasty effects.Mimi, however, reacts to naturally-occurring
constituents in common foods as well as the plethora of additives, preservatives, flavours,
colours, and extracts which the food industry insists we need in our foods to make them saleable
products.If we add in pesticide and herbicide residues in vegetables, fruits, grains, and meats,
then the extent of chemical soup in our lives becomes more clear.Illness relating to fatigue,
debility, and muscle pain are testament to a food chain becoming increasingly more toxic.A diet
containing organically-grown food is of the utmost importance to assist recovery from these
serious debilitating illnesses.So we have Mimi's OSFA diet, perhaps the ultimate low-reactive
diet plan. It may be a good place to start when no other answers seem forthcoming, although I
advise caution, as it is vital to try to get as diverse a range of foods in your diet as
possible.Perhaps Mimi could have called it The “It Worked For Me Diet.”Gregory Turner N.D.
Grad. Dip. Health Science (Nutrition Medicine).IntroAnother diet book, nooo!!! However, this



book is different, very different. Why? This book is unlike any other cook or diet book because
the whole book only has ten main ingredients in it. And that’s for breakfast, lunch, and dinner.Ha!
Told you that this book is different, didn’t I?The first edition of this book I wrote for my family. The
second edition was to be shared freely to help others who are struggling with their health. With
this third edition, I am filling in some gaps with my testimony. Every breath I take I owe to my
Creator, and every step I take is dedicated to Him. I am sharing my story because I know that
others will benefit from it. My ten-ingredients-only diet played a large and important part in my
recovery, but it was not the only part, nor was it the most important part that helped me
recover.The most important part of my recovery was and still is my faith and the help I received
from up High. I am head over heels with the Author of my favourite Book and I am learning to
follow his guidance in my life and accept his nudges and prompts; so far with excellent
results.I’m still here, yeah!! And sharing with you, too good!I’ve decided to publish this third
edition on Ebook Tops so that more people have access to it.If one person only will be helped
from hearing my story, then it was worth writing it down.Don’t follow me!This diet plan is not only
different because it has only ten ingredients in it, but it is also different because I don’t expect
anyone who reads the menu to actually follow the list of options mentioned. No doubt you’re now
thinking that this book is perhaps a con? Well, it’s far from it. It’s my own personal story; it is
documenting a tiny part of my fight back to health.The reason that this book only has ten main
ingredients in it is because that is about all I can tolerate. I didn’t purposely set out to eat ten
ingredients only. At some stage, my health crumbled to the extent that ten ingredients in total
was all I could tolerate without experiencing severe side effects. And the reason that I don’t think
that anyone will follow it is because I doubt that anyone would be disciplined enough to only eat
ten ingredients for all their meals unless they had no other choice. I like to think that most people
are able to eat a much wider variety of foods.To follow my diet for a short period of time,
however, when no other answers are forthcoming, may be a life saver; as it certainly has been
for me. The way Greg puts it, my One Size Fits All (OSFA) Diet may be the ultimate low-reactive
diet plan. The OSFA Diet may be useful for people who are in need of a quick, temporary
solution when they suffer from gut problems, chemical sensitivities, food intolerances, and
allergies.What does low reactive mean? A low-reactive diet plan means that the foods included
in this plan are the least likely to cause any negative reaction.A popular diet to follow for people
who suffer from food intolerances is the low FODMAP diet which was developed at in by Peter
Gibson and Susan Shepherd. I didn’t know about this diet when I was experiencing gut
problems and if I had known about it, I would not have been able to stick to this diet because
there are many ingredients in the low FODMAP diet that I am not able to tolerate. I’m probably an
extreme case. The reason I mention this diet here is because it may be a good choice for people
who can adhere to the low FODMAP diet.*** USEFUL FACT *** The term FODMAP is an
acronym, deriving from "Fermentable Oligo-, Di-, Mono-saccharides And Polyols." These
carbohydrates are commonly found in the modern western diet. Some evidence has been
presented that the restriction of these FODMAPs from the diet may have a beneficial effect for



sufferers of irritable bowel syndrome and other functional gastrointestinal disorders (FGID). See
NOTES.Rainbow-Coloured DietDid you know that carrots originally grew in various colours?
Years ago we had purple, white, and yellow, as well as orange carrots. The greater variety of
food we are able to eat, the greater the chances are that we are eating a well-balanced diet. In
the past, I aimed to eat as many colours as possible in any one day; for instance, red tomato,
orange pumpkin, yellow capsicum, green lettuce, blue berries, purple cabbage, white rice, and
so on.Apart from the visual appeal, all the colours in the various foods naturally contain a diverse
set of nutrients and vitamins.Before my health crashed spectacularly, I used to incorporate all
the colours of the rainbow in our daily menu planning because this was an easy guide to
wholesome diet planning. One day I may be able to get back to that. Meanwhile, however, I’m
enjoying my ten ingredient diet or the One Size Fits All (OSFA) diet.Prepare it anyway you
likeThis diet book is differs from other books and not only because: A) it has a mere ten
ingredients in it, and B) I don’t actually expect anyone to follow it in the same way that I have.
This diet also differs from other diets because if anyone were to be interested in sampling the
diet, they’re welcome to prepare the ten ingredients in any way that they like. Mash them, puree,
boil, whatever takes your fancy. The only parameters are that you’re relaxed when you eat and
fully enjoy your food.Very differentAs I said before, this diet really is very different from any diet
you’ve ever come across. There are only three guidelines.1. Ten ingredients2. Prepare them any
way you like3. Be relaxed when you eat and enjoy the meal.Ten Ingredients OnlySo why am I
sharing my ten ingredients with my readers? Because I know that there are many people out
there who are struggling with their diet for many reasons. Family members and friends have
shared with me their own up-and-down love affairs with a whole range of delectable foods.It is
hard to eliminate certain favourites from our diet, even when we know that these food
substances constantly give us grief. It becomes near impossible to get back to base when we
don’t know which ingredients from the menu cause adverse reactions, or if nearly all ingredients
we consume have an adverse effect. Or indeed, when the suggested elimination diet is so
boring and unsatisfying that it is not practical or possible for most people to stick with.I’ve lived
on just ten ingredients for the last five years, so I know that it works. For some of the five years, I
even lived on a mere seven or even less ingredients because I wasn’t able to tolerate anything
raw, such as snow peas, or sweet, such as apple or fig, or dairy, such as yoghurt. And even on
the seven or less ingredients, I was making progress because the paramount issue at the time
for me, with a fragile digestive system, was to eliminate anything that aggravated my digestive
processes.One Size Fits All (OSFA)?As in, really? Yes, really. Because this diet will suit people
with even the most wide-ranging food intolerances. And if this diet, as I followed it, doesn’t do the
trick, then it can be easily adjusted to do so.How did this diet come about? It came about when
we had to figure out what to do when I found myself unable to process most food substances
without adverse effects.No gluten, no dairy, no sugars, no flours, no meat, no nuts, no seeds, no
eggs, no beans, no lentils, no soy, and no grains such as rice nor any other grain.To be
diagnosed gluten intolerant or a coeliac is bad enough. But, what if you also cannot tolerate



gluten-free flours, dairy, soy, a whole range of vegetables and fruit, sugars, any kind of grain,
nuts, seeds, beans, eggs, chicken, nor meat? Read on.Chapter OneA Little HistoryBurnoutIn a
nutshell, I burned out. Like, real good. I managed three medical clinics; my husband, who is a
GP, worked in these clinics. I also took care of hubby, raised our children, kept the home, moved
house a few times, never quite recovered properly from a bout of double pneumonia, got
stressed, and then in my early forties whilst moving house once more and carrying oodles of
boxes, began haemorrhaging and continued to do so for a number of weeks. By the time I
finished moving house, I lost a massive amount of blood and ever since I have suffered from
orthostatic intolerance.Orthostatic intolerance is a fancy word for not being able to stand up
straight for long periods of time. It’s the same condition that the front man Greg Page from The
Wiggles was diagnosed with, and what made him withdraw from the lucrative business of the
Wiggles for a period of five years.The main problem for me with this condition is that I didn’t
realise I had the condition, and as such, I continued to push through. I think that many people
who work in the medical industry think that they are invincible, and I was certainly one of them. In
the end, we all have our limits, and I only realised this long after I had pushed well and truly
through all of them many times over. It is a really dumb thing to ignore one’s physical and
emotional limitations, and I paid a high price for doing so. Eventually, as I limped along, I picked
up the odd bug here and there, which I wasn’t able to shrug off like I used to in the past.From
Bad to WorseWhatever I did to compensate for working all hours wasn’t working. Long story
short, it went from bad to worse, and from living a healthy active life where I was able to eat
anything I like, too bit-by-bit, becoming increasingly unable to tolerate various foods. I developed
infections and chemical sensitivities and finally found myself mainly confined to bed. Only when
I’m horizontal and supported, away from noise, light, movement and smells, is my body not
suffering. At my worst I’ve been confined to bed in a darkened room without being able to say or
do anything much at all, for months and months on end. The problem with this is of course that
muscles need exercise and human beings need human interaction.It took me quite a while to
realise that I was not able to eat the way I used to, work the way I used to, exercise the way I
used to, and socialise the way I used to. I used to work 24/7 under hugely stressful
circumstances, and I believe that in the end, the ongoing stress is what conditioned me to ignore
whatever was going on in my body.Despite my best efforts, I had not been able to reduce many
of the stresses I was under and I had gotten into the habit of ignoring whatever I was not able to
solve. Applying the same technique to my health and wellbeing didn’t get me the results I was
after either.The medical industry did what the medical industry does with various tests and
diagnoses. I did what I did, joking around with family and friends, telling them that I was just lying
about all day, enjoying life whilst at night the rivers of tears flowed freely. After a number of years,
I signed up for a dodgy medical trial on the internet which was supposed to finally get me back
on my feet.The cocktails of antibiotics prescribed to me during the trial set me up for a number of
pancreatic attacks. This was followed shortly after by an emergency hospital admission with an
inoperable ruptured appendix with septicaemia. By then, probably as perks of the trial, I had



developed intolerance to antibiotics.Terrifying premonitionJust before we moved house in the
year 2008, one of my daughters had a terrifying premonition, which came to her in a
dream.“Mum, it was one of those dreams where everything was crystal clear, just as I’ve had
before, remember? And that dream came true too. It was terrifying; the doctor said to us ‘there is
a two in three chance she won’t make it.’ He was talking about you, Mum, and he meant it. It was
serious.”At the time, all I could think to do was to calm my shaking and teary daughter, so I wiped
her tears, looked her straight in the eyes and said, “I promise to be careful darling. Don’t you
worry about a thing, God is in charge of us and our life is in his hands, always.”It was less than
two weeks after my daughter’s ‘nightmare’ that the three of us found ourselves in the emergency
department with the surgeon telling my daughters that they wouldn’t operate on me, fearing that
my survival rate would be less than 2 in 5 if they did so.The warning that had come to my
daughter in her ‘dream’ was that, at the time my survival was at stake, I shouldn’t take anything
that would be offered to me. My daughter remembered and heeded this warning, which resulted
in her refusing the morphine I was offered to cope with the relentless hurting of a ruptured
appendix. Only after an abundance of prayer and a night of intolerable pain would my daughters
yield and allow the nurse to give me a morphine injection.I am now convinced that this may have
saved my life because, considering the state I was in, I am pretty sure that a morphine shot
would have allowed me to sink into blissful oblivion, never to return.As it was, the hideous
hurting kept me on edge and alert enough to want to stay around for my kids. I believe that if the
inevitable relaxation that a morphine shot eventually did bring on had happened earlier, this
potentially might have allowed the septicaemia to spread more than it did and cause more
damage.Prayers answeredAlleluia, Praise God, he heard our prayers, got me out of the hospital
and into the care of my girls, who did an awesome job at keeping me going. It took the kids
around a year to nurse me back to being able to simply get up from bed.The hospital had sent
me home with boxes of antibiotics to which I was intolerant, and with every breath I managed to
take, I felt and looked as if it were going to be my last.The surgeons had told me, “Come back
when you’re better and we’ll take your appendix out.”The kids phoned around and located a
wonderful naturopath who did a home visit and prescribed the homeopathic remedy Pyrogen
and Cleavers herb. These remedies, together with loads of TLC and mustard seed-sized faith,
proved to be a lifesaver.When I came out of hospital mid-2008 after rupturing my appendix, I
could only suck slivers of ice for quite a while. I couldn’t drink, I couldn’t eat, and there was
nothing I could keep down, not even water, unless it had been frozen and shaved. The healthy
diet I had been on of fresh, raw, organic vegs and fruit now caused me massive cramps and
vomiting. After weeks, I was able to hold down some soups. After months passed, we
discovered that I was unable to tolerate any kind of grain, including rice, or any kind of flour,
meat, tofu, tempeh, cheeses (and I do like cheese), eggs, and so on. After a while, we figured
out what I could tolerate, which we’ll get to later.
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Wendy Higdon, “Mimi Emmanuel wrote this book from her desperate attempt at .... Mimi
Emmanuel wrote this book from her desperate attempt at survival from life-threatening food
chemical sensitivity. Even though she is married to a doctor, there didn't appear to be answers
for her inoperable ruptured appendix and septicemia; she also had an intolerance to antibiotics,
allergies, and was chemically sensitive to a lot of standard fare.She shares her story along with
other helpful information. She gives you her simple menu and variations and where you can
purchase the items.She provides the reader with a wealth of resources for different ailments. If
you are struggling with health issues, and your doctors are at a loss in how to help, check out the
info in this book to see if it might resonate with you.”

CJaneRun, “Staying Alive Should Not Be So Hard. Dear Mimi,I read your story with the
realization that we share many symptoms.Ideally any human diagnosed with autoimmune
disorders should do a daily diet journal.My journey started 25 years ago. Type A personality,
workaholic, high stress career.When I fainted in my physician's office, my career and life as I
knew it was done.One of my issues was orthostatic hypotension.It was added to my laundry list
of illnesses.I agree that stress is a big cause to ignite the autoimmune system. I had
mononucleosis at age 17. I was extremely ill for several months.There is many more chapters in
my story.Congratulations on your book and dealing with your illness.I would suggest an editor,
typos, misspellings, repetition of several parts.Good Luck Mimi!”

M. Betlach, “Very inspiring, interesting and informative book!. I thoroughly enjoyed reading “My
Story of Survival” by Mimi Emmanuel as I also struggle with some food intolerance but nothing
like Mimi! She was once a very healthy, active, busy person who eventually burned out from
chronic stress and became increasingly intolerant of various foods and chemicals. She ended
up with a number of pancreatic attacks, inoperable ruptured appendix with septicemia plus an
intolerance to antibiotics.It is amazing to read about her struggles, trials, errors, and triumphs as
she pushed forward to find a solution to her adverse food reactions and many sensitivities.
Mimi’s character, strength and faith shine through by the fact that she was able to live on only 10
food ingredients or less for five years. Her daughters are also to be commended for the care
they give to their mother.She provides great advice and nutritional facts plus the reasons her diet
has worked for her. Mimi does not encourage this diet for most, as it is very restrictive, but does
want to share her knowledge and experience for those coming to a dead end trying to figure out
their dietary challenges and chemical sensitivities.I highly recommend this book for anyone
wanting to read an amazing and inspiring survival story based on nutrition, perseverance and
faith, and/or for others needing encouragement and dietary options while struggling with food
and chemical intolerance.”

Jen1, “Inspiring and very encouraging. I found this book really encouraging to read. Not only is it



a book of courage and strength, which has helped me with my own health issues, but there is so
much useful knowledge and tips in it. I'm really pleased to have read this book and have
definitely benefitted from it.”

Emma R-C, “Fascinating. Fascinating short book”

Shan, “An inspiring book to design your own health diet plan.. I love this book. It is based on
author's experience of food intolerances. I find it is full of great information and notes on healthy
diet which can be beneficial for everyone.”

Mrs Jones, “Some useful life lessons and nutritional advice. Also spiritually inspiring.. Half way
through and loving it. Well written, thoughtful. Funny and marvelous moments with the Lord
raising up too :D”

Geoff Dakin, “Far from your typical "eat this,don't eat that" diet book. The cover of this book does
very accurately reflect what exists inside. The author describes her cataclysmic heath collapse
and the extraordinary lengths she was forced to go in order to figure out what she could safely
put into her body thereafter. Far from your typical "eat this,don't eat that" diet book, Mimi simply
tells us about her own voyage back from near-death and suggests that other people struggling
with extreme (or not so extreme) food sensitivities may be able to use her eating strategy as a
loose framework upon which to build their own eating solutions. Considering the apparent ever-
increasing prevalence of food sensitivities, I think that everyone should read this book.”

The book by Mimi Emmanuel has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 119 people have provided feedback.
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